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This paper considers the possibility of tiling surfaces using dominoes. Orientable
surfaces consisting of unit squares are studied. It presents more generalized discus-
sions than the necessary and sufficient condition given for the multiply connected
surfaces on the author’s previous paper (Ito, 1996, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 75,
No. 2, 173186).  1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
We consider problems concerning the possibility of tiling orientable
surfaces by dominoes. Here, a surface consists of unit squares (cells) and a
domino is formed by two unit squares attached to each other edge to edge.
A surface can be tiled if there exists at least one way to cover every square
of the surface exactly once without parts of the dominoes extending over
the boundary, if it exists, of the surface.
In a previous paper [3], the author gave a necessary and sufficient
condition when the planar region is not simply connected.
For this kind of problem, Conway and Lagarias [1] gave a necessary
condition for simply connected regions of the checkerboard by introducing
the boundary invariant using the method of the combinatorial group
theory.
Thurston [2] analyzed the boundary invariant and, as a result, gave a
necessary and sufficient condition for the possibility of domino tilings on
simply connected regions of the checkerboard.
In this paper, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the latter-
described orientable checkerboard-like surfaces. It is stated as follows.
Theorem. An orientable checkerboard-like surface can be tiled with
dominoes if and only if the values of all the null-homologous admissible
l-cycles are nonnegative.
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In Section 1 we define the terms used in Theorem. Section 2 shows the
proof of the theorem. Notes on generalization and an example are given in
Section 3.
1. PREPARATION
We consider the domino tiling problems on orientable surfaces locally
similar to the regions of the checkerboard. A region of the checkerboard
consists of unit squares. Each square is colored black or white, and any
two neighboring squares have different colors. We define checkerboard-like
surfaces as follows.
Definition 1.1. A surface S is checkerboard-like if S consists of unit
squares joined together by having edges in common with others. Here, no
more than two squares may have the same edge in common, and each
square is colored black or white in a way that no two neighboring squares
have the same color; two squares are neighbors if they have a common
edge. An edge of S is that of the constructing squares and is said to be on
the interior of S if it belongs to two different squares. A vertex of S is that
of the constructing squares and is said to be on the interior of S if all the
edges incident with this vertex are on the interior of S (See Fig. 1.1).
In the following, we restrict our discussion to oriented checkerboard-like
surfaces.
Definition 1.2. We introduce the underlying edge direction on each
edge of the surface so that the edge has a black square to its left or a white
square to its right. (See Fig. 1.2).
FIG. 1.1. Orientable checkerboard-like surfaces. (a) Planar; (b) Not planar. Black vertices
and thick edges are on the boundary, and white vertices and thin edges are on the interior
of the surfaces.
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FIG. 1.2. Underlying edge direction.
Definition 1.3. A (directed ) edge path p of S traces vertices v0 , v1 ,
v2 , ..., vn&1 , vn in turn or consists of a sequence of directed edges [vi&1 vi :
i=1, 2, ..., n]. We use the notation [v0 , v1 , ..., vn&1 , vn] or p(v0 , vn) to
denote this path. It is a loop if vn=v0 . We define the value of the path p
as
( p) =(v0v1 ) +(v1v2) + } } } +(vn&1vn).
Here (vi&1vi) is the value of the edge vi&1vi ; it takes +1 when this edge
is parallel to the underlying edge direction and otherwise &1.
Since the value of an edge loop encircling a square is \4, the values of
two edge paths differ by a multiple of 4 if these paths are homologous
relative end points, and the value of the boundary of a subsurface S$ of S
is 4( |B|&|W | ), where B and W are the set of black and white squares of
S$, respectively.
Definition 1.4. A path p is admissible if p is a directed edge path which
follows the underlying edge direction on the interior of S.
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In terms of graph theory, this is the 1-factor problem of bipartite graphs.
Definition 2.1. Let V be a vertex set and E be a set of edges joining
two vertices. A graph G=(V, E ) is called a bipartite graph [A, B] if V can
be partitioned into two nonempty subsets A and B such that no edge in E
joins two vertices in A or two vertices in B. A 1- factor of a graph is defined
to be a spanning subgraph of the graph with the degree of each of its
vertices being 1.
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Tutte’s lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the 1-factor
problem of a bipartite graph. This lemma is well known as the ‘‘marriage
lemma.’’ A proof can be found in [4].
Tutte’s Lemma. There exists a 1-factor of a bipartite graph [A, B] if
and only if the number of the neighboring vertices of X is more than or equal
to the number of vertices in X, for any subset X of A.
In these graph theoretical terms, the vertices of a graph correspond to
the squares of a surface, and an edge of this graph joins two vertices if and
only if the corresponding two squares of S are neighbors. We call this
graph induced from S as graph 7. Two neighboring squares of S have
different colors, so the graph 7 is bipartite [B, W]. The vertex set B of 7
is induced from black squares of S, and W is induced from white squares
of S. Then, a domino tiling of S corresponds to the 1-factor of the graph 7.
We show that the condition stated in the theorem is equivalent to Tutte’s
lemma. The following proposition shows the necessity of the theorem.
Proposition 1. There exists a negative-valued null-homologous admis-
sible 1-cycle on S if the bipartite graph 7=[B, W] induced from S has a
vertex subset X of W (or B) such that the number of the neighboring vertices
of X is less than the number of vertices in X.
Proof. We may assume that X is a subset of W. Let Y, a subset of B,
be a set of neighboring vertices of X. X and Y is a vertex subset of the
graph 7 which is induced from the surface S, so each vertex of X and Y
corresponds to a square of S. Let S$ be the subsurface of S which consists
of the squares corresponding to the vertices of X and Y. As S$ is the
subsurface of S, the boundary of S$ is null-homologous 1-cycle. The color
of the square of S$ is black if it has at least one edge belonging both
S$ and the interior of S, thus S$ is admissible. Since the value of
S$ is 4( |X |&|Y | ), this is negative. Therefore the boundary of S$ is a
negative-valued null-homologous admissible 1-cycle on S. K
We prove the sufficiency of the theorem in the same way.
Proposition 2. The bipartite graph 7=[B, W] induced from S has a
vertex subset X of W (or B) such that the number of the neighboring vertices
of X is less than the number of vertices in X if there exists a negative-valued
null-homologous admissible 1-cycle on S.
Let c be the 1-cycle stated in the proposition above. To prove this
proposition, we show that there exists a subsurface S$ of S whose boundary
is c. But c may have some crossings, and thus, we cannot assign a subsurface
directly. To avoid this, we define the switching of a crossing.
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Definition 2.1. Let an edge path p trace vertices x0 , x1 , ..., xm and let
q trace vertices y0 , y1 , ..., yn . Two paths p and q are said to cross each other
if there are two successive subsequences of the sequence [xi] and [ yi]
being equivalent in order or in reverse. To be more precise, paths p and q
cross each other in order if there exist i, j, and k satisfying 1ii+km
and 1 j j+kn, that gives xi&1 { yj&1 , xi+k+1 { yj+k+1 , and
xi+l= y j+l for all l ’s with 0lk. They cross each other in reverse order
if there exist i, j, and k, as above, giving xi&1 { yy+k+1 , x j+k+1 { y j&1 ,
and xi+l= yj+k&l for all l ’s in the range 0lk. We call this subsequence
of vertices a crossing of p and q. It is a crossing even if paths p and q have
only one vertex in common. Moreover, if two different subsequences of p
are equivalent as above, it is said to have a self-crossing. Now we define
the switching of a crossing. Take the case where two different paths or two
different parts of a path have a crossing z in order as below:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  xi+k+2  } } }
} } }  yj&2  yj&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  yj+k+1  y j+k+2  } } }
xi&1 { yj&1 , xi+k&1 { yj+k&1 .
We define the switching of the crossing at z as the changing of the two
paths described above into the following:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  yj+k+1  y j+k+2  } } }
} } }  yj&2  yj&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  x i+k+2  } } }
Next, the case where two different paths or two different parts of a path
have a crossing z in reverse order:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  xi+k+2  } } }
} } }  yj+k+2  yj+k+1  z0  z1  } } }  zk  y j&1  yj&2  } } }
xi&1 { yj+k+1 , xi+k&1 { yj&1 .
The switching of the crossing at z is defined as the changing of the above
two paths into the following:
} } }  xi&2  xi&1  z0 z1  } } }  zk  xi+k+1  x i+k+2  } } }
} } }  yj+k+2  y j+k+1 z0  z1  } } }  zk  y j&1  yj&2  } } }
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Note that the 1-cycle obtained by switching the crossings is null-
homologous if the former 1-cycle is null-homologous.
Definition 2.2. A null-homologous 1-cycle c is reducible if c can be
partitioned into some null-homologous 1-cycles. We say c is irreducible if
c is not reducible.
If the 1-cycle c is reducible, it can be partitioned into null-homologous
1-cycles ci ’s, as c=c1+c2+ } } } +cn . As the value of the 1-cycle c is the
sum of the values of ci ’s, there exists a negative-valued irreducible 1-cycle
ci if the value of c is negative.
The rest of this section assumes that c has no crossings and is irreducible.
Lemma 2.1. A crossingless null-homologous irreducible 1-cycle c on the
surface S partitions S into two subsurfaces S1 and S2 such that c is a boundary
of S1 or &S1 and is a part of a boundary of &S2 or S2 , respectively.
Proof. The case where S=,: As the intersection number of l and c is
zero for any loop l on S, c partitions S into two subsurfaces S1 and S2 . S1
and S2 are oriented by the orientation induced from S, so S1 and
S2 are oriented. We can choose S1 and S2 satisfying c=S1=&S2 ,
otherwise a contradiction occurs. We assume that the part (loops) a of
S1 follows c in order and the part b of S2 follows c in reverse order. As
S1 is the subsurface of S, S1=a+b is null-homologous. On the other
hand, by hypothesis of this lemma, c=a&b is also null-homologous. This
means 2a and 2b, therefore a and b, are null-homologous 1-cycles. Thus c
is not irreducible.
The case where S{,: As the intersection number of l and c is zero for
any loop l on H1(S, S), c partitions S into two subsurfaces S1 and S2 . We
can choose S1 satisfying c=S1 or c=&S1 , with the same discussion as
above. K
Proof of Proposition 2. Let c be the negative-valued null-homologous
admissible 1-cycle on S. As we have already discussed, we may assume that
c has no crossings and is irreducible. Then, by Lemma 2.1, we can choose
the subsurface S$ of S such that c=S$ or c=&S$. When we choose
c=S$, we choose the vertex set X of a bipartite graph as the white squares
of S$ and the vertex set Y as the black squares. As the color of square is
black if it has at least one edge belonging both S$ and the interior of S,
the neighboring vertices of X is the vertices of Y. Then the value of S$ is
4( |X |&|Y | ), and the value of c is negative, so we obtain |X |&|Y |<0. The
same discussion with black and white interchanged shows the other
case. K
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3. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL CASE
The theorem states only the case of the surface which consists of squares.
But it can be easily generalized in a higher dimensional case.
Take an orientable black-and-white-colored n-dimensional manifold
consisting of the same regular polytopes (cells) of dimension n. Can it be
tiled with dominoes? Here a domino means a polytope of dimension n
which is formed by two cells attached to each other n&1-face to n&1-face.
In this case, we can evaluate with the values of the null-homologous
admissible n&1-cycles as the value corresponds to the difference between
the numbers of black and white cells of the manifold bounded by the
null-homologous n&1-cycle. Of course we define the values of n&1-cycles
by the orientations of the n&1-faces of the n-dimensional cell, and an
n&1-cycle is admissible if the n&1-faces consisting this cycle have same
orientation on the interior of this n-dimensional manifold.
Theorem. An orientable black-and-white-colored n-dimensional manifold
can be tiled with n-dimensional dominoes if and only if the values of all the
null-homologous admissible n&1-cycles are nonnegative.
The following is an example where a problem of three dimensional tilings
can be reduced to a problem of two dimensional tilings.
Let R be a region consisting of unit cubes in R3 such that all the vertices
of the cubes are placed on Z3. R is black-and-white-colored. A cubical
domino is formed by two cubes attached to each other face to face. There
is a problem of whether a given region R can be tiled with cubical
dominoes. Through straightforward thinking, we have to account for the
2-cycles of R, but we can correspond cube faces to hexagon edges, and
cube edges to hexagon vertices, as follows.
Joining some midpoints of the edges of a cube, we can make a regular
hexagon in the cube. Since this hexagon can take four different directions
in the cube, positioning each hexagon to have every edge in common with
the next would make truncated-octahedron structure in R3 (see Fig. 3.1).
This is an orientable black-and-white-colored surface S formed by the
hexagons. Because a cube and a hexagon have one to one correspondence
to each other (cube face to hexagon edge and cube edge to hexagon ver-
tex), we can translate the three dimensional tiling of region R in R3 with
cubical dominoes into the two dimensional tiling of the surface S with
hexagonal dominoes (formed by two hexagons attached to each other edge
to edge). It can be seen that the possibility of tiling a surface consisting of
hexagons can be evaluated by the theorem.
7DOMINO TILINGS
FIG. 3.1. (a) The hexagon can take four directions in the cube. (b) The truncated-
octahedron structure formed by hexagons with every edge in common with the next.
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